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crossword 1

c 2008 Fun Music Company  Instrument names, general musical terms and Grade 1 & 2 Italian musical terms 

Which son of Bob Marley recorded a reggae-style theme song “Believe in Yourself” for the animated 
childrens’ TV servies “Arthur?

Solve as for a traditional crossword using clues to fill in music words 
on grid. When done, use the circled letters to build the answer to the 
musical trivia question below.
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Across
1 traditional Russian guitar-like instrument with  

triangular body, fretted neck and 3 strings  (9)
4 Italian for “very fast” (6)
7 keyboard instrument with pipes (9)
9  a single sound or a symbol representing it  (4)
10 wind instrument originally associated with hunting and   

signalling(4)
12 piece of music for two performers (3)
13 stringed instrument made of a sound box with 

strings stretched over which may be plucked or  
bowed (6)

14 a scale or key that can be natural, harmonic or  
melodic (and is not major) (5)

16 the words to a song (5)
18 a group of three players or a piece for them (4)
20 medieval category of loud instruments, used  mainly for outdoor  

occasions (5)
21 Italian for “slowly” (6)
22 a measure of music (3)
23 shortening for the late 19th century term  “promenade ball” (4)

25 instrument formed of steel bent into geometric shape, that is  
struck with a steel beater (8)

Down
2  Italian for “smoothly, well connected” (6) 
3 shaken instruments like rattles and bells (10)  
5 late 19th century piano style known for highly  

syncopated melodies, influenced jazz (7)
6 the eighth tone above a given pitch (6)
8 “night piece”, often for piano (8)
9      musical symbol which cancels a previous sharp or flat (7)
11 a system of representing musical sounds using written characters  

(notes) (8)
15 the beat or time of music (6)
17 to speak or sing words or sounds, sometimes with limited pitch (5) 
19 short musical passage with simple rhythm and harmony that  

introduces a soloist in a jazz performance (4)
21 lyric for solo voice with orchestra, often emotional(4) 
24 rhymed lyrics spoken over rhythm tracks (3)
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